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We use cosmogenic 26Al/10Be ratios in rocks from the Shackleton Range, Antarctica to investigate
geological scatter, a challenge that faces exposure-age studies in Antarctica. Examining the scatter helps
reveal the long-term lowering of Slessor Glacier, an outlet glacier of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS)
which flows into the Weddell Sea embayment. 144 26Al and 10Be exposure ages from 72 samples are
related to bedrock or clast sample characteristics and geomorphological measures of weathering, slope
and stability. We explore this noisy dataset by using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to identify
patterns in the data. Despite noise, there exist correlations between age and degree of weathering and
age and elevation above the adjacent ice surface. Clasts with young exposure ages have more complex
exposure histories than those with old exposure ages. In terms of glacial history we show that (a) warm-
based ice covered the upper slopes of the Shackleton Range millions of years ago and that the uplands
have been mainly free of ice for more than 800 ka, (b) that Slessor Glacier’s surface elevation was c. 150 m
above present at c. 270 ka and c. 700 ka.

� 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cosmogenic-nuclide exposure age dating has opened up new
horizons into the glacial history of Antarctica (Balco, 2011). It has
produced a body of field evidence dotted around the continent
which makes it possible to identify the trajectory of change of the
ice sheet over time scales of several centuries to millions of years.
This deeper knowledge of the behaviour and longer-term trajectory
of the ice sheet helps in assessing the significance of current
geophysical measurements of change (Ivins and James, 2005;
Whitehouse et al., 2012). In turn this helps refine glaciological
models that are necessary to assess future ice-sheet change in a
warming world.
r the terms of the Creative
Works License, which per-
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Many exposure-age studies in Antarctica have revealed a wide
scatter of ages (Ackert et al., 2007; Bentley et al., 2010; Bromley
et al., 2010; Mackintosh et al., 2007; Stone et al., 2003; Storey
et al., 2010; Todd et al., 2010). In many studies the aim has been
to track thinning of the ice since the LGM as a means of improving
the understanding of both ice-sheet behaviour and its effect on
global sea-level change. Faced with what is termed “geological
scatter” (cf. Balco, 2011), it is commonly assumed that the ice has
emplaced some erratics with prior exposure e i.e. a boulder
exposed for some time has been picked up by an overriding glacier
and deposited elsewhere. On this basis anomaliesmay be identified,
excluded from the analysis, and the interpretation of glacier thin-
ning is based on the youngest clasts at any altitude (Bentley et al.,
2010; Stone et al., 2003). In other cases it is argued that clasts
accumulate on the ice surface in blue-ice ablation areas and have a
scatter of ages before they are deposited (Ackert et al., 2011; Fogwill
et al., 2012). In still other situations it can be shown that an exposed
surface has been overridden by cold-based ice and survived the
period of burial without disturbance, sometimes with deposition of
occasional erratics (Briner et al., 2006; Sugden et al., 2005).
ts reserved.
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There is also the issue of the subsequent weathering of a
moraine. Hallet and Putkonen (1994) showed how erosion of a
moraine leads to a scatter of ages younger than the age of the
moraine. In a high-altitude part of the McMurdo Dry Valleys,
Antarctica, Swanger et al. (2011) showed how clast size reduced
from the glacier margin over a series of progressively older mo-
raines which had been exposed for millions of years; the implica-
tion is that weathering breaks down the clasts and produces a
scatter of younger ages mixed with the original older ages. In such
cases the oldest exposure ages most closely date the moraine
emplacement. There are also studies of ancient till surfaces in the
high parts of the Dry Valleys, often with tundra polygons, which
demonstrate that surfaces lower slowly through erosion and this
leads to surface exposure ages that are younger than the original till
deposit (Margerison et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2011; Schafer et al.,
1999). In some cases it is possible to determine the geomorphic
process (e.g., moraine degradation or inheritance) that controls the
exposure age distribution from a single moraine using statistical
methods (Applegate et al., 2012).

This study of the Shackleton Range contributes to the debate
about the significance of geological scatter in several ways. First, it
comes from a new location in Antarctica. There are relatively few
cosmogenic-nuclide studies from the Atlantic-facing Weddell Sea
embayment. Second, the 72 samples related to one outlet glacier is
one of the densest multi-nuclide datasets in Antarctica, and thus
there is potential to unravel the multiple processes affecting
geological scatter and learn the long-term glacial history. But there
is one important cautionary note. The samples were selected in
transects from the glacier margin to test a different hypothesis
about thinning since the LGM. Thus we only sampled the freshest-
looking, least-weathered samples at each location. To minimise the
Fig. 1. The eastern Weddell Sea showing ice velocities for three major ice streams feeding t
reducing to<100 m a�1 (green) as illustrated by the progressively cooler colours (after Joug
MODIS Mosaic of Antarctica image map (Haran et al., 2005) (figure adapted after Hein et al.,
referred to the web version of this article.)
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effects of the effect of weathering and disturbancewe restricted our
sampling to brick-sized clasts with long axes of 10e20 cm, prefer-
ably with glacial faceting indicating subglacial erosion (Hein et al.,
2011). This sampling strategy means that our results will empha-
size the youngest samples on the slopes.

The paper arises from the study of the elevation changes of the
Slessor and Recovery glaciers, outlets of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet,
during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (Fig. 1). An initial paper
suggested that the outlet glaciers had not thickened significantly
during the LGM (Hein et al., 2011). Indeed only six out of 70 clasts
revealed exposure ages younger than 50 ka, and these rocks were
all on or at the glacier margin. The remaining 64 samples from the
slopes overlooking Slessor Glacier display puzzling relationships
and the 10Be surface exposure ages range from 110 ka to 1.6 Ma.
There is no simple relationship between the scatter of ages and
altitude above the glacier margin, suggesting that many different
processes are at work both prior to clast deposition and afterwards.
We explore such processes to gain an insight into the deeper glacial
history of the mountains and the implications for exposure-age
dating in Antarctic polar environments. This paper contributes 59
new 26Al exposure ages and 2 repeat 26Al/10Be measurements to
the original dataset, making a total of 144 26Al and 10Be exposure
ages from 72 rock samples (Hein et al., 2011).

2. Field area and approach

The Shackleton Range consists of basement rocks and in the
context of thewider TransantarcticMountains is unusual in that it is
not capped by Beacon Supergroup sediments consisting mainly of
sandstones (Kerr and Hermichen, 1999). The mountains boast a
west-facing escarpment rising 700e800 m above the Filchner Ice
he Filchner Ice Shelf; warm colours indicate fast flow-rates of up to 1500 m a�1 (red),
hin and Bamber, 2005). The sample locations in the Shackleton Range are circled. After
2011). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
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Shelf which bounds a plateau which rises to w1800 m before dip-
ping gently beneath the East Antarctic Ice Sheet to the east (Höfle
and Buggisch, 1995; Skidmore and Clarkson, 1972). Field observa-
tions of erosional landforms, striations and erratic lithologies show
that the whole massif has been overridden by eroding ice at some
stage in the past. Slessor Glacier to the north is 50 km wide and is
overlooked on the Shackleton flank by gently rolling slopes studded
with conical hills. Sporadic observations suggest that the cold, arid
climate is similar to that of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, with occa-
sional melting at low altitudes in summer but persistently sub-zero
temperatures on the middle and upper slopes.

This study focuses on samples collected from the gentler slopes
at three sites overlooking Slessor Glacier, namely, Mt. Provender
which is moulded into the form of a large rochemoutonnée, an area
around Mt. Skidmore, and the flank of Mt. Sheffield (Fig. 2). The
former two are bounded by local glaciers that grade into the surface
of Slessor Glacier while the latter is situated on the margin of
Slessor Glacier itself (Hein et al., 2011). To help investigate the
observed complexity in the 10Be dataset we make detailed sample
and site specific geomorphic observations to accompany each
sample. Also we present new cosmogenic 26Al surface exposure
ages for the same samples.

2.1. Geomorphic observations

Individual samples and field-sites were analysed through pho-
tographs and field observations. Within each site, samples are
organised into groups defined by their geomorphic characteristics,
namely altitude, slope angle and slope stability (Table 1). The latter
measure varied from unstable till slopes with perched clasts and
clear evidence of downslope movement of clasts, such as geli-
fluction lobes and talus creep, through intermediate measures such
as the presence of upstanding stones adjacent to polygon bound-
aries indicating subsequent upthrusting, to apparently stable sur-
faces such as flat bedrock or till surfaces with few large or
upstanding clasts and often ‘ghost boulders’ which have eroded
away at the ground surface. Individual clasts were characterised in
terms of lithology, size (length of long-axis), shape and degree of
Fig. 2. A radar image of the Shackleton Range showing the three sites investigated and the
RAMP AMM-1 SAR Image Mosaic of Antarctica (Jezek and Team, 2002).

Please cite this article in press as: Hein, A.S., et al., Geological scatter of co
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weathering. The latter measure was particularly useful in dis-
tinguishing between fresh rock surfaces, firm but iron-stained
surfaces, and weathered clast surfaces with cracking, crumbling
and/or weathering pits.

2.2. Interpreting the 26Al and 10Be data

Exposure histories can be investigated by comparing the con-
centration of two radionuclides with significantly different half
lives. From the ratio it may be possible to detect whether the rock
has experienced a complex exposure history such as periods of
post-depositional burial beneath ice (Gosse and Phillips, 2001; Lal,
1991; Nishiizumi et al., 1989). This may be detected if the burial
period is sufficiently long for significant decay of the short-lived
isotope to occur.

In this study we measure the cosmogenic 26Al and 10Be con-
centrations and investigate the 26Al/10Be ratios. The half-life of 26Al
is about half that of 10Be and with continuous exposure the
26Al/10Be ratio decreases as the isotopes decay, until their accu-
mulation is matched by their loss through decay and the rock be-
comes saturated; the saturation point is reached sooner if the rock
is also eroding. Thus, if a rockwas continuously exposed and eroded
at a continuous rate, its 26Al/10Be ratio should plot within a well-
defined zone dependent on the time of exposure and rate of
erosion; this is termed a ‘simple exposure’ history (Fig. 3).

Complex exposure histories such as episodic erosion or pro-
longed periods of post-depositional burial can be detected if the
26Al/10Be ratio plots below a line defining the erosionesaturation
end points. In the case of burial, presumably by ice, the 26Al/10Be
ratio will lower due to faster decay of 26Al if the burial period is long
enough. In the case of erosion, a ratio may plot in the complex zone
if a large block fractures to expose a previously shielded surface.
The new surface will have a similar 26Al/10Be ratio but a lower
concentration of 10Be and 26Al than the original surface due to
attenuation of cosmic radiation with depth; this results in a left-
ward shift of the plotted 26Al/10Be ratio (Fig. 3).

In the following discussion we make some assumptions on in-
heritance. In erosive conditions favoured by warm-based ice, we
ir relationship to local glaciers and the main shear zone of the Slessor Glacier. Image:

smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
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Table 1
Criteria for classifying geomorphic samples and groups. The scoring system is used for Principal Component Analysis.

Sample Surface Results

Lithology Shape Size (cm) Weathering Elevation above
ice

Slope Stability 10Be age (ka) Exposure history

1 Conglomerate 0 Bedrock 0 Bedrock 1 Very low degree
of varnish

1 0 e 100 m 1 0e5� 1 Bedrock 1 0 e 100 0 No/high ratios

2 Schist 1 Angular 1 1 e 10 2 Low to very low 2 100 e 200 m 2 5e10� 2 Stable Till 2 100 e 200 1 Simple
3 Sandstone 2 Sub-angular 2 11 e 20 3 Low degree of varnish 3 200 e 300 m 3 10e20� 3 Slightly modified till 3 200 e 300 2 Complex
4 Volcanic 3 Sub-rounded 3 21 e 30 4 Medium to low 4 300 e 400 m 4 >20� 4 Modified till 4 300 e 400
5 Granite 4 Rounded 4 31 e 40 5 Medium degree

of varnish
5 400 e 500 m 5 Slightly active till 5 400 e 500

6 Gneiss 5 41 e 50 6 High to medium 6 500 e 600 m 6 Active till 6 500 e 600
7 Quartz 6 >50 7 High degree

of varnish
7 600 e 700 m 7 Highly active till 7 600 e 700

8 Quartzite 8 700 e 800
9 800 e 900

10 >900
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expect most clasts to have little or no inherited nuclides and thus,
where these occur due to recycling and re-deposition of material,
they should appear as a few outliers that are easily identifiable (e.g.,
Stone et al., 2003) or can be identified with statistical approaches
(e.g., Porter and Swanson, 2008). Likewise, in a setting where the
majority of clasts are recycled and re-deposited, we would expect
inheritance in samples to show a random spread of exposure ages
and a scatter of 26Al/10Be ratios. In contrast, in a setting where in-
heritance developed in situ, for example, if the till survived burial
beneath cold-based ice, we would expect a more organised cluster
of values since they shared at least part of their exposure history.

In reality, the uncertainties in the 26Al and 10Be measurements
and production rates make it difficult to distinguish samples with
truly complex exposure histories from those with genuine simple
exposures, and thus their interpretation relies on reasonable as-
sumptions made from detailed geomorphic observations. In the
following discussions we take the exposure history implied by the
26Al/10Be ratio at face value. The term ‘simple exposure’ denotes
samples with 26Al/10Be ratios consistent with simple exposures
Fig. 3. Normalised plot of 26Al/10Be vs 10Be concentration. Under continuous surface
exposure and no erosion, the 26Al/10Be ratio will follow the zero erosion line to
saturation. If the surface is eroding, saturation will be reached sooner and the ratio will
plot below the zero erosion line and above a line defined by the erosion saturation end
points; this is termed a ‘simple exposure history’. With prolonged post-depositional
burial, the ratio will plot in the ‘complex exposure’ zone below the erosion satura-
tion line (after Lal, 1991). The figure demonstrates how recent rock fracturing can affect
the 26Al/10Be ratio and introduce ‘scatter’ with a leftward shift of the ratio (Gosse and
Phillips, 2001). Figure generated with the CRONUS-Earth exposure age calculator
(Balco et al., 2008).

Please cite this article in press as: Hein, A.S., et al., Geological scatter of co
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within error margins. Likewise, since we compare different
geomorphic ‘groups’ of 26Al/10Be ratios collectively, wemay refer to
a population as showing more or less simple or complex exposure
in order to highlight the direction of change.

2.3. PCA

PCA is a statistical technique that explores the structure within
multivariate datasets. It aims to take a large number of interrelated
‘observed’ variables (such as those listed in Table 1) and reduce the
dimensionality of the dataset while preservingmost of its variation.
This is done by transforming the (possibly) correlated observed
variables to a new set of (artificial) variables, the principal com-
ponents, which are uncorrelated, and which are ordered such that
the first few retainmost of the variation present in all of the original
observed variables (Jolliffe, 2002). In other words, it is useful for
exploring data when the dominant variables are not known. For
example, PCA helps to identify key correlations in a large dataset;
much like a geomorphic map identifies key landforms within a
complicated landscape. PCA does not allow for significance testing
and thus the technique is best suited for hypothesis generation
rather than testing (Kent and Coker, 1996). We apply PCA in this
study becausewe are interested in exploringwhat correlationsmay
or may not exist in the data without restriction to any particular
dependent variable such as the exposure age. It is a useful starting
point to identify underlying relationships in the data that can
subsequently be refined and tested by more rigorous statistical
methods such as multiple linear regression.

3. Results

Geomorphic maps of the three main sites of Mt. Provender, Mt.
Skidmore and Mt. Sheffield and photographs show the surfaces
typical for each sample group (Figs. 4e7). The location of each group
is shown on the site maps. Table 1 describes the scoring system used
for each variable while the individual sample scores are in
Supplementary Table DR1. The cosmogenic nuclide data are pre-
sented in Tables 2 and 3. Details of the analyses, calculationmethod,
scaling model and assumptions made are listed in the table foot-
notes. Furtherdetails, including additional photos and 26Al/10Be ratio
plots for each group are provided in the Supplementary Material.

3.1. Mt. Provender

Mt. Provender is located in the northwest of the rangewhere the
local Blaiklock and Stratton Glaciers merge with the surface of the
smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quageo.2013.03.008



Fig. 4. A. Geomorphic map of the Mt. Provender site re-drawn after Höfle and
Buggisch (1995). The arrows indicate ice flow direction for Stratton Glacier to the
north and Blaiklock Glacier to the south. The letters refer to the groups identified on
the basis of their geomorphic characteristics. Sample location and ages are shown;
those in bold have relatively simple exposure histories. B. Group A shows iron stained,
deeply weathered and pitted rock (10Be age range 620e790 ka). The photograph is
oriented toward the east, with Mt. Skidmore visible in the distance on the left. Group B
shows somewhat iron-stained ice-moulded bedrock and till within 30 m of the ice
margin (10Be age range: 3e142 ka).
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Slessor Glacier (Figs. 2 and 4). The main shear zone at the margin of
the Slessor Glacier is situated 15 km NNW of Mt. Provender at an
elevation of c. 120 m (RAMP 200 m DEM; Liu et al., 2001).

3.1.1. Group A
A bedrock ridge extending down from the summit of Mt. Pro-

vender (c. 900 m) to below 600 m where the lowest sample was
taken. The samples were taken on the ridge 150e450 m above
Stratton Glacier. In many places the gneiss bedrock is iron-stained a
deep red colour and is deeply weathered and pitted. Perched
boulders were found at some locations (Fig. DR1b). Bedrock and
loose blocks have 10Be exposure ages that range between 620 ka
and 790 ka with one exception, a block with an age of 340 ka but
with an 26Al/10Be ratio that indicates burial (Fig. DR1). The 26Al/10Be
Please cite this article in press as: Hein, A.S., et al., Geological scatter of co
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ratios for most other samples can be explained by relatively
continuous exposure and erosion, although the ratio of the highest
bedrock sample (CF162, 735 ka) would imply that some burial or
episodic erosion is likely.

3.1.2. Group B
Samples from ice-moulded bedrock and till at the base of Mt.

Provender within 20e30 m of the modern ice margin. The bedrock
and till are somewhat weathered and iron stained and perched
boulders and striated clasts are common. Bedrock and erratic 10Be
exposure ages range between 3 ka and 142 ka and with the
exception of one erratic (CF184, 41 ka), the 26Al/10Be ratios suggest
relatively simple exposures (Fig. DR2).

3.2. Mt. Skidmore

Mt. Skidmore is located 20 kmnortheast of Mt. Provenderwhere
Stratton and Köppen glaciers merge with Slessor Glacier. The main
shear zone of Slessor Glacier is situated 12 km NNW of Mt. Skid-
more at an elevation of c. 180 m (RAMP 200 m DEM; Liu et al.,
2001). Mt. Skidmore is characterised by low-angled, till-covered
slopes with polygons, little exposed bedrock and few perched
boulders or striated stones. This site is complicated by the presence
of small local glaciers which are situated above the sampling sites
(Figs. 5 and 6).

3.2.1. Group A
A long and narrow bedrock ridge separating Stratton Glacier on

the SW side from Ice Tongue A on the NE side. The elevation of the
ridge at the sampled locations ranges from c. 830 me700 m and
from near the edge of the ice surface to about 150 m above it. The
bedrock is predominantly highly weathered migmatitic gneiss of
the Stratton Group (Brommer et al., 1999) which is often fractured
with deep red varnish contrasting in places with fresh, more
recently eroded surfaces. Where bedrock is not exposed on the
ridge top the surfaces are draped by hummocky till or, more often,
by small angular debris <10 cm derived from local bedrock and
erratics; many of the latter ‘ghost boulders’ appear as black
patches in the field. Few boulders or larger clasts exist on these
surfaces.

The 10Be exposure ages from four erratics and one bedrock
sample (CF119) range between 416 ka and 1526 ka. The 26Al/10Be
ratios indicate more complex exposure for the three youngest
samples close to modern ice and up to 100 m above (Fig. DR3). The
oldest age comes from highly weathered bedrock and its 26Al/10Be
ratio suggests some erosion or burial; the sample is located just up-
wind of a wind-drift tail and near to a younger erratic (CF120,
599 ka). The oldest erratic (CF118; 876 ka) is the highest above the
modern ice and has a simple exposure history.

3.2.2. Group B
A slope below the northwest summit of Mt. Skidmore near to

the terminus of the NW trending Ice Tongue A at 600 m elevation.
The surface slopes northward in excess of 10� and downslope
movement of the sediment is evident in the form of stacked stones
and metre-scale gelifluction lobes. The sediment is predominantly
composed of thin, flat and dark coloured gravel to cobble-sized
clasts of local metabasite which outcrops above the sampled loca-
tion. A few boulders or larger clasts exist on this surface, and some
lighter-coloured angular to sub-rounded clasts were sampled. The
10Be exposure ages from six erratics range between 151 ka and
625 ka. The three youngest samples have nearly identical 26Al and
10Be concentrations which indicate more complex exposures than
the three older samples which have simple exposure histories
(Fig. DR4).
smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quageo.2013.03.008



Table 2
Cosmogenic nuclide data.

Sample ID Latitude Longitude Altitude Lithology Typea Thickness Shielding
correction

Quartz
mass

10Be
AMS IDb

10Be concentrationc

�1s

26Al
AMS IDb

26Al concentrationd

�1s

(dd) (dd) (m asl) (cm) (G) (106 atom g�1[SiO2]) (106 atom g�1[SiO2])

Mt Skidmore profile
CF_118_08 �80.32545 �28.83897 825 Gneiss E 4.0 0.9992 30.015 b3524 8.374 � 0.189 a1017 44.25 � 1.49
CF_119_08 �80.32545 �28.83897 825 Gneiss B 5.0 0.9992 30.910 b4512 12.50 � 0.273 a1298 55.05 � 2.81
CF_120_08 �80.32436 �28.85522 808 Gneiss E 4.0 0.9992 30.119 b4509 6.014 � 0.134 a1296 27.61 � 1.40
CF_117_08 �80.32098 �28.89879 748 Quartzite E 3.0 0.9992 28.433 b4497 5.418 � 0.121 a1284 25.11 � 1.4
CF_115_08 �80.31669 �28.92190 711 Quartzite E 4.0 0.9992 34.010 b3528 4.000 � 0.0882 a1021 20.69 � 0.700
CF_70_08 �80.29640 �28.91589 605 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9954 23.550 b4213 1.488 � 0.0432 a1184e 8.068 � 0.423
CF_72_08 �80.29640 �28.91589 605 Granite E 4.5 0.9954 29.003 b3537 1.896 � 0.0448 a1030 11.54 � 0.443
CF_66_08 �80.29664 �28.91595 604 Gneiss E 5.0 0.9919 29.912 b3540 1.376 � 0.0333 a1032 7.761 � 0.279
CF_64_08 �80.29652 �28.91656 598 Gneiss E 5.0 0.9919 31.427 b3535 1.976 � 0.0440 a1028 12.03 � 0.476
CF_78_08 �80.29568 �28.90825 568 Sandstone E 4.0 0.9954 42.558 b3536 4.984 � 0.110 a1029 26.52 � 0.888
CF_77_08 �80.29567 �28.90827 564 Quartzite E 5.0 0.9954 29.941 b3748 1.340 � 0.0340 a1130e 7.657 � 0.040
CF_90_08 �80.29042 �28.84511 495 Sandstone E 3.5 0.9990 20.923 b3816 2.825 � 0.0598 a1159e 14.30 � 0.73
CF_91_08 �80.29042 �28.84511 495 Conglomerate E 5.0 0.9990 28.435 b4208 2.677 � 0.0830 a1180e 12.90 � 0.676
CF_95_08 �80.28870 �28.82594 448 Sandstone E 3.5 0.9989 32.521 b3772 2.594 � 0.0582 a1154e 13.75 � 0.72
CF_36_08 �80.29020 �28.67029 576 Quartz E 3.0 0.9919 31.075 b3833 5.669 � 0.121 a1177e 34.08 � 1.74
CF_37_08 �80.29020 �28.67029 576 Quartz E 4.0 0.9919 26.262 b4227 7.461 � 0.216 a1198e 35.53 � 1.85
CF_39_08 �80.28596 �28.68580 508 Granite E 3.5 0.9919 25.189 b4209 9.820 � 0.217 a1182e 37.91 � 1.95
CF_40_08 �80.28596 �28.68580 508 Quartz E 5.0 0.9919 26.938 b4226 5.011 � 0.150 a1197e 26.42 � 1.38
CF_44_08 �80.28497 �28.68849 474 Quartz E 3.5 0.9919 31.415 b4225 8.623 � 0.191 a1196e 35.66 � 1.83
CF_45_08 �80.28497 �28.68849 474 Quartz E 4.0 0.9919 31.786 b3758 6.475 � 0.145 a1140f

CF_99_08 �80.28009 �28.71314 400 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9992 30.507 b3771 6.126 � 0.137 a1153 36.61 � 1.88
CF_100_08 �80.28009 �28.71314 400 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9992 31.852 b3541 5.438 � 0.120 a1034 29.66 � 0.997
CF_52_08 �80.27970 �28.70647 399 Sandstone E 2.0 0.9919 32.871 b3757 8.359 � 0.187 a1137e 40.96 � 2.10
CF_53_08 �80.27970 �28.70647 399 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9919 33.235 b3760 4.732 � 0.106 a1142e 22.10 � 1.14
CF_105_08 �80.27822 �28.71603 382 Quartzite E 5.0 0.9992 32.421 b3530 7.451 � 0.164 a1023 45.61 � 1.52
CF_104_08 �80.27812 �28.71819 380 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9992 31.600 b3534 6.200 � 0.137 a1025 32.58 � 1.10
CF_196_08 �80.27249 �28.71008 363 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9968 25.469 b3529 4.437 � 0.0984 a1022 22.80 � 0.766
CF_108_08 �80.27386 �28.73442 339 Quartz E 5.0 0.9992 29.075 b3539 3.886 � 0.0889 a1031 24.32 � 0.815
CF_110_08 �80.27386 �28.73442 339 Sandstone E 3.0 0.9992 29.403 b3770 6.063 � 0.136 a1152f

CF_200_08 �80.27017 �28.71768 335 Gneiss E 3.5 0.9968 22.759 b4221 3.491 � 0.108 a1193e 18.17 � 0.94
CF_202_08 �80.27017 �28.71768 335 Gneiss E 3.0 0.9968 19.048 b3821 3.614 � 0.0794 a1165e 17.81 � 0.93
CF_138B_08 �80.27471 �28.77463 324 Quartzite E 4.5 0.9997 29.605 b3769 4.749 � 0.106 a1149e 21.37 � 1.10
CF_139_08 �80.27469 �28.77379 323 Granite E 4.5 0.9997 27.581 b3751 2.349 � 0.0526 a1131e 13.51 � 0.70
CF_142_08 �80.27397 �28.77537 309 Sandstone E 4.0 0.9997 26.553 b3830 3.929 � 0.0876 a1173e 24.33 � 1.26
CF_143_08 �80.27383 �28.77680 308 Granite E 4.5 0.9997 25.050 b4224 4.646 � 0.135 a1195e 22.36 � 1.15
CF_150_08 �80.27216 �28.77998 284 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9998 34.188 b3759 2.389 � 0.0536 a1141e 11.10 � 0.58
CF_147_08 �80.27216 �28.77998 284 Sandstone E 5.0 0.9997 30.776 b3763 3.070 � 0.0688 a1143e 16.24 � 0.85
CF_155_08 �80.27158 �28.78135 279 Gneiss E 3.5 0.9998 22.303 b3752 2.232 � 0.0500 a1132e 12.53 � 0.73
CF_154_08 �80.27147 �28.78090 276 Quartz E 5.0 0.9998 32.848 b4214 3.346 � 0.104 a1185e 15.90 � 0.83
CF_56_08 �80.24772 �28.75172 326 Gneiss E 4.0 0.9919 24.210 b4496 0.8548 � 0.0208 a1283 5.375 � 0.301
CF_57_08 �80.26012 �28.85200 278 Granite E 3.5 0.9919 28.128 b3746 2.307 � 0.0549 a1128f

CF_58A_08 �80.26012 �28.85200 278 Gneiss E 3.5 0.9919 27.906 b3747 0.1911 � 0.00642 a1129e 0.846 � 0.041
CF_58B_08 �80.26012 �28.85200 278 Gneiss E 3.5 0.9919 13.410 b4504 0.1868 � 0.00719 a1290 0.828 � 0.062
CF_59_08 �80.26188 �28.84317 268 Quartz E 5.5 0.9919 28.214 b4502 1.240 � 0.0303 a1288 6.608 � 0.362
CF_60_08 �80.26188 �28.84317 268 Gneiss E 5.0 0.9919 26.752 b4500 5.495 � 0.122 a1285 26.71 � 1.36

Mt. Sheffield profile
CF_207_08 �80.11722 �25.78078 474 Sandstone E 4.0 0.9859 34.912 b3775 2.175 � 0.0488 a1155e 13.30 � 0.68
CF_204_08 �80.11717 �25.77962 474 Quartzite E 3.5 0.9859 25.841 b3827 5.195 � 0.115 a1170e 29.77 � 1.52
CF_205_08 �80.11722 �25.78078 474 Sandstone E 3.5 0.9859 25.806 b3832 5.694 � 0.121 a1176f

CF_208_08 �80.11722 �25.78078 474 Quartzite E 5.0 0.9859 28.817 b3829 4.820 � 0.107 a1172e 30.35 � 1.55
CF_206_08 �80.11722 �25.78078 474 Volcanic E 4.5 0.9859 4.775 b4215 2.095 � 0.0698 a1186e 14.49 � 0.79
CF_209_08 �80.11571 �25.78073 429 Sandstone E 3.5 0.9859 29.565 b3828 1.535 � 0.0339 a1171e 11.71 � 0.62
CF_211_08 �80.11574 �25.78122 427 Quartz E 4.0 0.9859 31.215 b3764 4.017 � 0.0900 a1144e 17.97 � 0.92
CF_210_08 �80.11574 �25.78122 427 Schist E 4.0 0.9859 23.167 b4212 0.8842 � 0.0284 a1183e 4.056 � 0.230
CF_212_08 �80.11574 �25.78122 427 Quartzite E 3.0 0.9859 29.001 b4220 5.623 � 0.169 a1192f

CF_213A_08 �80.11532 �25.78703 406 Quartzite E 5.0 0.9859 23.352 b3525 1.023 � 0.0234 a1018 8.389 � 0.288
CF_213B_08 �80.11532 �25.78703 406 Quartzite E 6.0 0.9859 24.134 b4508 1.282 � 0.312 a1295 8.415 � 0.463
CF_214_08 �80.11532 �25.78703 406 Quartzite E 4.0 0.9859 24.427 b3527 0.8398 � 0.0201 a1019f

CF_215A_08 �80.11352 �25.78313 309 Gneiss E 3.0 0.9857 28.415 b3818 0.1653 � 0.0564 a1161e 0.751 � 0.052
CF_215B_08 �80.11352 �25.78313 309 Gneiss E 3.0 0.9857 20.871 b4506 0.1730 � 0.00643 a1293 0.984 � 0.061
CF_217_08 �80.11352 �25.78313 309 Gneiss E 3.0 0.9857 14.927 b4219 2.633 � 0.0816 a1191e 13.82 � 0.72
CF_216_08 �80.11352 �25.78313 309 Quartzite E 3.0 0.9857 18.940 b3819 0.02250 � 0.00212 a1164e 0.253 � 0.021
CF_220_08 �80.11286 �25.78762 310 Gneiss E 3.5 0.9857 20.761 b3817 0.1824 � 0.00630 a1160e 1.584 � 0.106

Mt. Provender profile
CF_162_08 �80.38188 �29.95333 913 Granite B 2.5 0.9982 24.641 b3765 7.943 � 0.178 a1146e 35.84 � 1.83
CF_160_08 �80.38144 �29.95613 893 Gneiss B 4.5 0.9982 26.710 b4216 8.152 � 0.230 a1189e 42.29 � 2.15
CF_161_08 �80.38144 �29.95613 893 Gneiss E 4.0 0.9982 24.420 b3767 3.945 � 0.0886 a1148e 10.40 � 0.53
CF_159_08 �80.38144 �29.95613 893 Gneiss E 5.0 0.9982 21.310 b3754 7.163 � 0.160 a1135e 38.45 � 1.96
CF_158_08 �80.37932 �29.97815 744 Granodiorite B 4.5 0.9978 23.599 b3753 5.834 � 0.131 a1134e 30.49 � 1.56
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Table 2 (continued )

Sample ID Latitude Longitude Altitude Lithology Typea Thickness Shielding
correction

Quartz
mass

10Be
AMS IDb

10Be concentrationc

�1s

26Al
AMS IDb

26Al concentrationd

�1s

(dd) (dd) (m asl) (cm) (G) (106 atom g�1[SiO2]) (106 atom g�1[SiO2])

CF_157_08 �80.37860 �29.99452 600 Gneiss B 4.5 0.9978 23.415 b3823 6.157 � 0.137 a1167e 44.23 � 2.26
CF_184_08 �80.38455 �30.06789 239 Gneiss E 4.5 0.9968 31.154 b3776 0.2714 � 0.00915 a1156e 0.902 � 0.073
CF_185_08 �80.38455 �30.06789 239 Granodiorite B 3.5 0.9968 22.958 b3822 0.07846 � 0.00316 a1166e 0.477 � 0.034
CF_181_08 �80.38455 �30.06789 239 Granodiorite B 5.0 0.9968 14.224 b4507 0.2725 � 0.00933 a1294 2.034 � 0.133
CF_182_08 �80.38455 �30.06789 239 Gneiss E 2.5 0.9968 13.370 b4495 0.02031 � 0.00351 a1282 0.2143 � 0.039
CF_183_08 �80.38455 �30.06789 239 Gneiss E 5.0 0.9968 24.510 b4501 0.9227 � 0.0277 a1287 5.989 � 0.347

10Be data previously reported (Hein et al., 2011).
a Bedrock (B); Erratic cobble (E).
b AMS measurements made at Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre (SUERC).
c Normalised to NIST SRM-4325 Be standard material with a revised nominal 10Be/9Be ratio (2.79� 10�11) (Nishiizumi et al., 2007) and half-life of 1.387 Ma (Chmeleff et al.,

2010; Korschinek et al., 2010) and corrected for process blanks; uncertainties include propagated AMS sample/lab-blank uncertainty and a 2% carrier mass uncertainty.
d Normalised to the Purdue Z92-0222 Al standard material with a nominal 26Al/27Al ratio of 4.11 � 10�11 that agrees with Al standard material of Nishiizumi. (2004), and

corrected for process blanks; uncertainties include propagated AMS sample/lab-blank uncertainty and a 5% stable 27Al measurement (ICP-OES) uncertainty.
e ICP re-measured (see supplementary discussion).
f ICP could not be re-measured.
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3.2.3. Group C
Near to a presently snow-filled gully marking a former melt-

water route extending from Ice Tongues A and B at 500e450m. The
surface slopes northward at up to 10� and there is evidence for
sediment churning with stacked and vertically oriented stones at
the margins of polygons. The till is composed of sand to boulder-
sized clasts of sub-angular gneisses, quartzites and sandstones.
The overall degree of weathering is low and this is reflected in the
grey colour of the till which, in places, overlies fine sediments. The
10Be exposure ages from three erratics range between 337 ka and
352 ka. The samples have nearly identical 26Al and 10Be concen-
trations, which indicate complex exposures (Fig. DR5). This is the
tightest cluster of exposure ages from a single group on Mt.
Skidmore.

3.2.4. Group D
Further east at a location north of Ice Tongue B and northwest of

the snow-drift glacier on the eastern side of the massif between
575 m and 380 m elevation. The sampled surfaces are relatively flat
with w15 m diameter tundra polygons with depressed margins.
The till is pink in colour and is predominantly composed of <10 cm
angular clasts of sandstone, quartz, quartzite, and gneiss. The
sediment is highly weathered as evidenced by the degree of rock
varnish, the few up-standing stones outside polygon margins, the
abundance of ghost boulders that have disintegrated in situ, and
the near-complete lack of surface boulders particularly at the
southernmost site. The 10Be exposure ages from twelve erratics
range between 680 ka and 1640 ka. The 26Al/10Be ratios mainly
show a wide spread of simple exposure histories (Fig. 9 and DR6).

3.2.5. Group E
Surfaces on or near moraines on the northeast shoulder of the

massif between 360 and 330 m. The till in this area is mainly
composed of weathered gravel to cobble-sized, angular to sub-
angular clasts, some of which have fractured in situ. The colour of
the till changes from pink in thewest tomore grey towards the east.
Sedimentmovement is evident by fractured boulder fragments that
are aligned downslope. The 10Be exposure ages from five erratics
range between 531 ka and 1024 ka. One sample (CF108) has an
26Al/10Be ratio indicating continuous exposure since c. 605 ka (Fig. 9
and DR7); the remainder show more complex exposures.

3.2.6. Group F
Gentle slopes at the lowest elevation (325e280 m) on Mt.

Skidmore. The slopes are up to 50 m above an ice-covered lake
dammed by the glacier. The character of the till varies throughout
Please cite this article in press as: Hein, A.S., et al., Geological scatter of co
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the sampled area but is typically grey to pink in colour and includes
many frost-shattered boulders and polygons with deep margins.
While weathered boulders and larger clasts are relatively abundant
up-slope (south), they are almost entirely absent at the lowest
elevation near the lake where the till has a flattened appearance. A
series of horizontal lake terraces exist in this latter area. The 10Be
exposure ages from eight erratics range between 348 ka and 778 ka.
One sample (CF142) has an 26Al/10Be ratio indicating relatively
continuous exposure since c. 630 ka and this sample together with
CF143 (772 ka) come from a stable part of the surface (Fig. 9 and
DR8); the remainder show more complex exposures.

3.2.7. Group G
The modern moraine (325e270 m) which dams the lake on the

north side of the massif. The till is grey in colour, the clasts are
angular to sub-angular and most of the larger clasts are gneisses
with less sandstone than at sites up slope. There is abundant fine
material and several of the boulders and larger clasts are vertically
oriented. The 10Be exposure ages from five erratics range between
27 ka and 1016 ka. The 26Al/10Be ratios imply relatively simple
exposure for the oldest sample (Fig. 9 and DR9). A second sample
(CF56) also has a relatively simple exposure with a 10Be age of
120 ka. The youngest sample was measured twice resulting in
consistent 26Al and 10Be concentrations and ratios indicating burial.

3.3. Mt. Sheffield

Mt. Sheffield is situated on the main shear zone of the Slessor
Glacier at an elevation of c. 310 m and 60 km upstream of Mt.
Skidmore. Clear lateral trim-lines are present at elevations of up to
165 m above the modern ice margin (Fig. 7).

3.3.1. Group A
The uppermost sampled till on Mt. Sheffield is weathered and

pink in colour. Most clasts are angular to sub-angular in shape and
mostly sand to coarse pebble in size; the clasts are underlain by
fines. Several larger cobbles and boulders are scattered across the
surface; many are fractured with fragments aligned down-slope.
The lithologies include quartz, quartzite, granite, gneiss, schist,
and volcanics. The 10Be exposure ages from five erratics range be-
tween 267 ka and 822 ka with clusters at 270 ka and c. 700 ka. The
26Al/10Be ratios imply simple exposure histories (Fig. DR10).

3.3.2. Group B
Till surface lower in elevation and with a larger average clast

size (large pebble to cobble sizes), and a grey-pink colour. The 10Be
smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quageo.2013.03.008



Table 3
Surface exposure ages.

Site Sample ID Altitude 10Be agea �1s (int)b �1s (ext)b 26Al agea �1s (int) �1s (ext)b 26Al/10Bec �1s

(m asl) (ka) (ka) (ka) (ka)

Mt Skidmore profile
Group A CF_118_08 825 876.4 � 23.0 131 798.1 � 36.1 156 5.29 � 0.30

CF_119_08 825 1526 � 45.2 273 1165 � 95.9 279.00 4.40 � 0.24
CF_120_08 808 598.9 � 14.5 83.4 429.5 � 25.2 68.40 4.59 � 0.25
CF_117_08 748 559.9 � 13.5 77.2 404.4 � 25.7 64.50 4.63 � 0.28
CF_115_08 711 416.4 � 9.59 55.3 336.8 � 19.5 51.3 5.17 � 0.29

Group B CF_70_08 605 162.6 � 4.65 20.5 133.1 � 7.03 18.3 5.42 � 0.32
CF_72_08 605 208.6 � 4.90 26.3 195.3 � 11.2 28 6.09 � 0.37
CF_66_08 604 150.5 � 3.58 18.7 128.3 � 6.94 17.7 5.64 � 0.33
CF_64_08 598 221.2 � 4.91 27.9 207.7 � 12.2 30 6.09 � 0.37
CF_78_08 568 625.4 � 15.1 87.7 543.4 � 34.3 92.3 5.32 � 0.30
CF_77_08 564 151.7 � 3.78 18.9 131.1 � 6.91 18 5.71 � 0.33

Group C CF_90_08 495 352.8 � 7.67 46 275.1 � 15.1 40.5 5.06 � 0.28
CF_91_08 495 337.1 � 10.7 44.6 248.1 � 13.8 36.1 4.82 � 0.29
CF_95_08 448 337.5 � 7.75 43.9 277.0 � 15.5 40.9 5.30 � 0.30

Group D CF_36_08 576 718.3 � 17.1 103 758.3 � 51.7 144 6.01 � 0.33
CF_37_08 576 1023 � 35.5 161 817.5 � 58.2 161 4.76 � 0.28
CF_39_08 508 1637 � 49.8 303 997.9 � 76.4 217 3.86 � 0.22
CF_40_08 508 681.6 � 22.5 98.4 591.6 � 38.2 103 5.27 � 0.32
CF_44_08 474 1414 � 41.1 246 950.0 � 70.9 201 4.14 � 0.23
CF_45_08 474 963.2 � 25.5 148
CF_99_08 400 983.0 � 26.1 152 1133 � 91.9 267 5.98 � 0.33
CF_100_08 400 845.3 � 21.5 126 799.5 � 56.8 156 5.45 � 0.31
CF_52_08 399 1474 � 43.8 260.3 1369 � 123 370 4.90 � 0.27
CF_53_08 399 720.4 � 18.0 104 534.9 � 33.4 90.3 4.67 � 0.26
CF_105_08 382 1310 � 36.9 221 1941 � 224 750 6.12 � 0.35
CF_104_08 380 1024 � 27.1 160 956.7 � 73.1 204 5.26 � 0.30

Group E CF_196_08 363 690.5 � 17.0 98.5 579.5 � 37.3 100 5.14 � 0.29
CF_108_08 339 605.2 � 15.1 84.5 651.3 � 43.3 117 6.26 � 0.36
CF_110_08 339 1024 � 27.5 160
CF_200_08 335 531.0 � 17.7 73.8 440.3 � 26.3 70.6 5.21 � 0.31
CF_202_08 335 550.0 � 13.0 75.6 427.2 � 25.8 68.2 4.93 � 0.28

Group F CF_138B_08 324 778.4 � 19.8 114 553.7 � 34.6 94.3 4.50 � 0.25
CF_139_08 323 347.6 � 8.00 45.4 314.0 � 17.9 47.2 5.75 � 0.33
CF_142_08 309 627.8 � 15.3 88.1 670.6 � 44.6 122 6.19 � 0.35
CF_143_08 308 772.3 � 25.4 114 601.0 � 38.3 105 4.81 � 0.28
CF_150_08 284 370.5 � 8.59 48.6 262.4 � 14.6 38.4 4.65 � 0.26
CF_147_08 284 490.0 � 11.7 66.4 411.4 � 24.7 65.2 5.29 � 0.30
CF_155_08 279 341.2 � 7.86 44.5 299.0 � 18.9 45.6 5.61 � 0.35
CF_154_08 276 545.9 � 18.2 76.2 405.1 � 24.1 63.9 4.75 � 0.29

Group G CF_56_08 326 119.7 � 2.8 14.8 113.6 � 6.4 15.60 6.29 � 0.38
CF_57_08 278 357.1 � 8.77 46.8
CF_58A_08 278 27.29 � 0.877 3.36 17.8 � 1.02 2.37 4.43 � 0.30
CF_58B_08 278 26.7 � 1.0 3.3 17.4 � 1.3 2.50 4.43 � 0.37
CF_59_08 268 189.2 � 4.6 23.8 152.4 � 8.5 21.30 5.33 � 0.32
CF_60_08 268 1016 � 30.0 158 835.4 � 59.1 166.00 4.86 � 0.27

Mt. Sheffield profile
Group A CF_207_08 474 276.8 � 6.27 35.5 264.3 � 14.5 38.7 6.12 � 0.34

CF_204_08 474 734.6 � 18.2 106 725.5 � 48.7 135 5.73 � 0.32
CF_205_08 474 821.6 � 19.9 121
CF_208_08 474 681.3 � 16.8 97.0 760.0 � 51.7 145 6.30 � 0.35
CF_206_08 474 267.0 � 8.96 34.9 293.1 � 17.3 44 6.92 � 0.44

Group B CF_209_08 429 199.2 � 4.36 25.0 238.9 � 13.4 34.7 7.63 � 0.44
CF_211_08 427 573.6 � 13.9 79.4 396.6 � 22.9 62.1 4.47 � 0.25
CF_210_08 427 112.9 � 3.53 14.2 77.0 � 4.3 10.4 4.59 � 0.30
CF_212_08 427 849.9 � 29.4 128

Group C CF_213A_08 406 135.1 � 3.02 16.7 171.4 � 9.26 24 8.20 � 0.47
CF_213B_08 406 172.3 � 4.1 21.6 173.5 � 9.8 24.50 6.56 � 0.40
CF_214_08 406 109.3 � 2.54 13.5

Group D CF_215A_08 309 22.95 � 0.747 2.82 15.4 � 1.0 2.1 4.54 � 0.35
CF_215B_08 309 24.0 � 0.9 3.00 20.2 � 1.2 2.70 5.69 � 0.41
CF_217_08 309 400.8 � 12.9 53.9 328.2 � 18.9 49.8 5.25 � 0.32
CF_216_08 309 3.115 � 0.278 0.469 5.2 � 0.4 0.7 11.24 � 1.41
CF_220_08 310 25.41 � 0.839 3.13 32.8 � 2.1 4.5 8.69 � 0.65

Mt. Provender profile
Group A CF_162_08 913 734.9 � 18.6 106 523.6 � 32.3 87.6 4.51 � 0.25

CF_160_08 893 791.5 � 25.5 117 688.0 � 45.6 126 5.19 � 0.30
CF_161_08 893 342.8 � 7.93 44.7 130.6 � 6.78 17.8 2.64 � 0.15
CF_159_08 893 680.3 � 17.0 96.8 605.8 � 38.7 106 5.37 � 0.30
CF_158_08 744 623.1 � 15.3 87.4 528.9 � 32.7 88.8 5.23 � 0.29
CF_157_08 600 778.4 � 19.6 114 1131 � 91.0 265 7.18 � 0.40
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Table 3 (continued )

Site Sample ID Altitude 10Be agea �1s (int)b �1s (ext)b 26Al agea �1s (int) �1s (ext)b 26Al/10Bec �1s

(m asl) (ka) (ka) (ka) (ka)

Group B CF_184_08 239 40.52 � 1.31 5 19.8 � 1.5 2.9 3.32 � 0.29
CF_185_08 239 11.55 � 0.443 1.44 10.4 � 0.7 1.4 6.08 � 0.50
CF_181_08 239 40.9 � 1.3 5.00Eþ00 45.4 � 2.9 6.20 7.46 � 0.55
CF_182_08 239 3.0 � 0.5 6.00E-01 4.6 � 0.8 1.00 10.55 � 2.66
CF_183_08 239 141.8 � 4.2 1.78Eþ01 140.0 � 8.2 19.60 6.49 � 0.42

a Ages calculated with v.2.2 of the CRONUS-Earth exposure age calculator (main calculator v.2.1; constants v.2.2.1; muons v.1.1)(Balco et al., 2008). Dunai (2001) scaling, no
erosion correction. Age sensitivity to scaling model <6e8% (Desilets et al., 2006; Lal, 1991; Lifton et al., 2005; Stone, 2000).

b (int) ¼ internal analytical uncertainties; (ext) ¼ propagated external uncertainties for scaling and production of cosmogenic nuclides.
c Production rate ratio is 6.75.
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exposure ages from four erratics range between 113 ka and 850 ka.
The 26Al/10Be ratios indicate a simple exposure history for sample
CF209 (c. 200 ka) and complex exposure for CF210 and CF211
(113 ka and 574 ka). Sample CF210 comes from a shattered boulder
and is likely to be erroneously young (Fig. DR11).

3.3.3. Group C
Within a clearly defined moraine draped in large angular

boulders embedded in sands and gravels with relatively few
perched boulders. The lithology is predominantly gneiss that is
weathered to varying degrees and colours. The 10Be exposure ages
from two erratics are 109 ka and 172 ka. The only available 26Al/10Be
ratio indicates a simple exposure history for sample CF213 at 172 ka
(Fig. DR12).

3.3.4. Group D
Near the ice margin in an area dense in angular cobbles and

boulders with little or no fine material. This is an area with shat-
tered clasts and a nearby ice-cored moraine. The 10Be exposure
ages from four erratics range between 3 ka and 401 ka. The
available 26Al/10Be ratios indicate simple exposure histories
(Fig. DR13).
Fig. 5. Geomorphic map of the Mt. Skidmore site re-drawn after Höfle and Buggisch (1995
Sample location and ages are shown; those in bold have relatively simple exposure histori
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3.4. PCA results

Fig. 8 presents the PCA results for each site. The results fromMt.
Provender are intuitive and expected; they show a first order cor-
relation between age, elevation and degree of weathering, which
increase together. In other words, the highest samples are most
weathered and have the oldest exposure ages, while the lower
samples are less weathered and have the youngest exposure ages.

The exposure age results from the larger Mt. Skidmore promp-
ted this investigation because they are the most numerous and
complicated of the three sites (Fig. 8). Yet despite the complexity it
is reassuring to find that basic fundamental correlations do exist. A
key correlation exists between the degree of weathering and the
exposure age, which increase and decrease together. A second
rather obvious correlation exists between surface slope and degree
of stability; the steeper the slope the greater the signs of instability,
for example gelifluction lobes. These indices of instability are
inversely correlated with age and weathering such that the oldest,
most weathered samples are found on flat stable surfaces, and
younger, least weathered samples are correlated with sites with
evidence of instability. Another inverse correlation exists between
age/weathering and exposure history, with young, unweathered
). The arrows indicate ice flow directions. The letters refer to the geomorphic groups.
es.

smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
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Fig. 6. Mt. Skidmore geomorphic groups: A. Highly weathered gneiss and till with occasional erratics (10Be age range: 416e1526 ka). B. Intermediate till surface disturbed by
gelifluction deposits (10Be age range: 157e625 ka). C. Churned till surface near an ice covered gully (10Be age range:337e352 ka). D. Stable pink-coloured, small-sized till surface
(10Be age range: 680e1640 ka). E. Pink-grey till with some periglacial disturbance (10Be age range: 531e1024 ka) F. Grey-pink till at low altitudes with large cobbles at polygon
boundaries (10Be age range: 348e778 ka). G. The modern moraine on the ice surface (10Be age range: 27e1016 ka).
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clasts more often having complex exposure histories than older
weathered clasts. Interestingly, samples with complex exposures
are more common on active surfaces.

The PCA results from Mt. Sheffield show a correlation with the
degree of weathering which increases with age/elevation.

4. Interpreting the glacial history

There is a great deal of geological scatter evident in the exposure
age results (Fig. 9 and DR1-13). Despite this there remains enough
consistency in the data to draw some conclusions on the glacial
Please cite this article in press as: Hein, A.S., et al., Geological scatter of co
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history in this region and to speculate on specific processes that
have operated in the past. Many of these findings would not have
been possible using a single nuclide approach.

4.1. Mt. Provender

The 26Al and 10Be concentrations in bedrock on the summit of
Mt. Provender indicate that the last significant erosion of this sur-
face took place probably several million years ago. The 26Al/10Be
ratio indicates a more complex exposure history than observed on
bedrock lower down the ridge. The summit bedrock is less iron
smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quageo.2013.03.008



Fig. 7. A. Mt. Sheffield. The letters refer to the geomorphic groups discussed in the text. Sample location and ages are shown; those in bold have relatively simple exposure histories.
B. Group A and D discussed in the text. A. Uppermost weathered pink till with few large clasts (10Be age range: 267e822 ka). D. Coarse, angular/subangular till close to ice margin
(10Be age range: 3e401 ka).
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stained than surrounding surfaces which suggests a local difference
in erosion rate. Recent rock fracturing is one possibility which could
partly explain the more complex exposure of this latter surface.
Below the summit there is consistency in 26Al and 10Be concen-
trations between bedrock samples and a large perched boulder
with minimum ages of around 600e800 ka. The one exception is a
block (CF161) of local bedrock that probably reflects a local process.
The deep weathering evident on these surfaces is consistent with
continuous surface exposure and erosion as implied by the
26Al/10Be ratios; if so, allowing for erosion since exposure, this
suggests the bedrock ridge was exposed for most of the Pleistocene
at elevations only 150e450 m above the adjacent Stratton Glacier.

This conclusion is supported by evidence for erosive-ice condi-
tions on the lower mountain next to the modern margin of the
tributary Stratton Glacier. Here all but one sample are young and
have simple exposure histories. The data from ice-moulded
bedrock indicate that erosive ice occupied this area before 41 ka
and as late as 11.5 ka.

The results from the glacially eroded surface of Mt. Provender
are consistent in demonstrating that a phase of erosion occurred
prior to 800 ka (cf. Fogwill et al., 2004). Further, the summit does
not appear to have been covered subsequently. Allowing for erosion
of the weathered samples since exposure, the actual age of its
exposure is likely to be much older.

4.2. Mt. Skidmore

The results from Mt. Skidmore come from erratics and the re-
sults are more complicated. However, the new data sheds light on
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the glacial history of Mt. Skidmore and reveals three important
findings. First, Mt. Skidmore has not been over-ridden by eroding
ice for millions of years. Second, there exists a trend of decreasing
ice elevation through time. Third, Pleistocene ice thickening was
cold-based and less than w150 m.

4.2.1. Upper bedrock surfaces (Group A)
The absence of erosive warm-based ice for millions of years is

evident from bedrock on the weathered summit ridge (Group A)
with an age of c. 1.5 Ma and an 26Al/10Be ratio consistent with a
relatively simple exposure history. This is a minimum age for the
last deep erosion of this surface. This minimum age is supported by
the great age of till in Group D from lower down the mountain
where numerous clasts deposited on the weathered deposits have
exposure ages of c. 1.5 Ma.

4.2.2. Upper weathered till (Group D)
The ancient exposure ages for the pink till in Group D are

consistent with the subdued morphology and weathering
observed on these stable surfaces. Minimum exposure ages are
consistently older than c. 700 ka. Samples with apparent simple
exposure histories range in age between c. 700 ka and c. 1.5 Ma
while the two oldest samples reveal a more complicated exposure
history (Fig. 9).

Two simple scenarios can explain the observed age range and
scatter in 26Al/10Be ratios for this group. The first is periodic ice
cover before c. 1.5 Ma with continuous surface exposure since. In
this scenario the spread of exposure ages and 26Al/10Be ratios reflect
erosion from earlier than c. 1.5 Ma to c. 700 ka. This would imply
smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quageo.2013.03.008



Fig. 8. The figure presents results of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for each site. The output of the PCA is a biplot displaying the samples (dots) and variables as labelled
vectors scaled according to their eigenvalues. The percent of the total variance explained by each principal component is labelled on their individual axes. The first principal
component is the x-axis and the second principal component is the y-axis. The length and direction of vectors relates to the rate of change and direction of most abundance (Kent
and Coker, 1996). With reference to the scoring system in Table 1, the plot allows visualisation of the degree of correlation between variables. The most strongly correlated variables
are those whose vectors are long and align together primarily along the principal x-axis (PC1) and secondarily along the y-axis (PC2). For example, age and weathering are strongly
correlated at Mt. Skidmore where they align in the same quadrant and thus are correlated in both PC1 and PC2, whereas the exposure history is inversely correlated in both PC1 and
PC2. A scatter plot comparing age and weathering would show a trend whereas this trend would not exist against exposure history. The PCA correlation matrix analysis was carried
out using R (v.2.12.1) and the function pca.cor and using the data in Table DR1 as input.
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that the younger samples with simple exposures were gradually
exhumed through surface erosion, with perhaps subsequent
disturbance on polygon margins (Morgan et al., 2011; Schafer et al.,
1999). The more complex exposure histories would require erosion
and rock fracturing, a process consistent with the angular nature of
the till. After c. 700 ka, active erosion ceased and the surface has
remained unmodified since; this is consistent with the high degree
of weathering observed on all clasts. The second scenario involves
short periods of burial by debris-rich cold-based ice earlier than c.
1.5 Ma and continuing until c. 700 ka. The range of exposure ages
and ratios would reflect different amounts of erosion, inheritance
or burial on or below the surface, and the addition of new material
deposited by over-riding ice. Any burial period must have been
short since several older clasts have apparent simple exposures.

It is not possible to differentiate the two with certainty but the
exposure ages and geomorphology suggest that till on this part of
Mt. Skidmore has had a long exposure history and one which im-
plies no cover by erosive ice for millions of years. In addition, the
Please cite this article in press as: Hein, A.S., et al., Geological scatter of co
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surface has been mainly ice-free and unmodified for at least the
past 700 ka. The exposure age probably indicates a minimum age
for the end of active erosion at this site and/or an end to periodic
burial by debris-rich cold-based ice.

These results contrast with those from Group C located further
west at a similar elevation. Here the ages are remarkably consistent
in the face of present surface slope activity and despite being taken
from two locations and three lithologies. This less weathered till is
much younger (c. 350 ka) than samples in Group D and there is a
consistent complex exposure history. The simplest explanation is
prolonged burial by local ice which did not deposit or move ma-
terial. This could be explained by expansion of ice around the
present ice-covered meltwater gully nearby or by the expansion of
Ice Tongues A and B. The exposure ages suggests that ice expansion
occurred at a time when the adjacent surface near Group D
remained exposed (i.e., after 700 ka). The implication is that this
burial signal reflects local conditions rather than overriding by the
surrounding ice-sheet.
smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
/dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quageo.2013.03.008



Fig. 9. Mt. Skidmore 26Al/10Be ratio plots showing the difference in the 26Al/10Be ratios
between the upper mountain (upper plot) where exposures are oldest and most fall
within the erosion island, the lower mountain (middle plot) where exposure ages are
younger and most ratios fall into the complex zone below the erosion saturation line,
and the modern moraine (lower plot) where a random mix of exposure ages and ratios
occur.
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4.2.3. Lower slopes (Groups E and F)
Lower down the mountain below the weathering break first

noted by Höfle and Buggisch (1995) at c. 400 m the till is compar-
atively less-weathered and is subject to more slope processes than
on higher slopes. There is a corresponding shift in the cosmogenic
nuclide data towards younger exposure ages and more complex
exposure histories (Fig. 9). Minimum exposure ages are consis-
tently older than c. 350 ka and with one exception, do not exceed
780 ka. Two samples give 26Al/10Be ratios that fall on the line of
apparent continuous surface exposure for c. 600 ka while the
remainder are more complex.

The spread in ages partly results from rock fracture and exhu-
mation. Several samples were angular and some young samples
were taken from polygonmargins where exhumation from beneath
regolith is more likely. The shift of 26Al/10Be ratios into the complex
exposure zone could reflect either this churning within the rego-
lith, rock fracturing or a burial signal. In this context, burial bywater
is a possibility. The presence of horizontal terraces indicates an
elevated lake level in the past. Furthermore, the flattened surface
free of upstanding boulders resembles surfaces moulded by
floating ice (Hansom, 1983). Finally, any late Pleistocene thickening
apparently did not result in deposition of new material.

4.2.4. Modern moraine (Group G)
The cosmogenic nuclide results show a wide range of exposure

ages covering a 1 million year period with both complicated and
relatively continuous exposure histories (Fig. 9). This is typical of
inheritance resulting from recycling and re-deposition of material.
This is the only active depositional landform that was sampled, but
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given the amount of long-lived till in the region, the results are
unsurprising. Nevertheless, the youngest ages do occur on the
modern moraine. One sample with a relatively simple exposure
history has an age of 120 ka, while the youngest sample which was
measured twice has an age of 27 ka but with a burial history sug-
gesting it does not date to the LGM as previously reported (Hein
et al., 2011). These results are interesting given that such a
random spread of ages is not found in till from Group F on the
adjacent lower mountain where exposure ages are consistently
older than 350 ka. The presence of sandstone clasts which were not
found on the modern moraine suggest the latter till may have been
deposited under different glaciological conditions than today. One
possible explanation for the burial signal and lack of clasts younger
than c. 350 ka is that late Pleistocene thickening simply resulted in
raising the lake level without bringing in new material; this would
also explain the elevated lake terraces.

4.2.5. Overall Skidmore pattern
There is an ice surface lowering trend through time and an

inference for an upper limit on mid e late Pleistocene ice thick-
ening of less than 150 m. The conclusion is based on differences in
the geomorphology, age and exposure history of clasts in the high
elevation Group D, which have older, simpler exposures when
compared to the younger and more complex exposure histories of
the lower elevation Groups E � G (Fig. 9). The large spread in
exposure ages and scatter in 26Al/10Be ratios evident in these 30
samples may be influenced by inheritance and measurement un-
certainty, but the overall consistency and clustering of the results
within each group implies a non-random process above the mod-
ern moraine. This in turn suggests that the ratios mainly reflect the
different exposure histories of the upper and lower surfaces.

There is evidence that ice thickened during the Pleistocene and
covered slopes adjacent to Slessor Glacier and local tributaries, but
that the magnitude of thickening and in some cases, extension, was
limited. In addition to evidence of some formof burial from the lower
mountain slopes, erratics from Group A indicate that the summit
ridgewas covered bycold-based ice during the Pleistocene, reflecting
expansion of Stratton Glacier and Ice Tongue A. Here, erratics with
complex exposure histories and ages of 420e600 ka are located up to
100 m above Ice Tongue A while the highest (150 m above ice) and
oldest erratic at 880kahas anapparent simple exposure representing
an earlier advance. Expansion of Ice Tongue A and B or extensive
burial by ice during the Pleistocene could explain the consistent
youngages andburial signal evident in samples fromGroupC. Finally,
an upper limit on the amount of thickening is provided by the data
from Group D. The data suggest this area, between 575m and 380m
elevation was ice free for most of the Pleistocene. These surfaces are
just over 100 m above the adjacent Köppen Glacier.

4.3. Mt. Sheffield

Mt. Sheffield is situated on the margin of Slessor Glacier and the
difference in ice dynamics is evident in the geomorphology and
exposure age results. The surfaces have been shaped by moving ice
and have not subsequently been modified by cryoturbation pro-
cesses, and the young ages on the modern ice margin (Group D)
indicate that inheritance is low. The upper slopes of Group A give
the oldest set of exposure ages. Here, two pairs of near-identical
exposure ages of 270 ka and c. 700 ka exist with simple exposure
histories. There is no way of distinguishing the younger rock from
the older rock in the field. They were taken in close proximity to
each other, there is no evidence for major surface motion, and their
degree of weathering does not match their age. Therefore it is
difficult to infer recent exhumation to explain the young ages or
recycling to explain the old ages. One possibility is that the till
smogenic-nuclide exposure ages in the Shackleton Range, Antarctica:
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represents multiple advances. The older till is represented by the
small, pink, angular till, which is draped by the larger darker clasts
of the younger till (Fig. 7b). Lower down themountain the exposure
ages systematically decrease with the exception of a few outliers.
The key finding at Mt. Sheffield is that there does appear to be a
long-term ice-surface lowering trend since 700 ka.

5. Conclusions and wider implications

5.1. Exposure dating in Antarctica

This project produced one of the largest, most complicated
multi-nuclide datasets in Antarctica. When apparently similarly
weathered clasts on the same surface have vastly different exposure
ages and histories, one begins to question whether fundamental
ideas that guide field sampling apply in Antarctica. In this paper we
have tried to unravel some of the reasons behind the scatter of ages.

The results of the PCA at all three sites demonstrate that the
expected correlations do indeed exist within such ‘noise’. To sum-
marise: 1) the least-weathered and youngest-looking clasts give
the youngest exposure ages, and vice versa; 2) the exposure ages
increase with elevation above the modern ice; and 3) the oldest
ages or most reliable ages are found on flat stable surfaces. The
results are reassuring for those interested in dating ice-sheet
change using cosmogenic nuclide altitude-profiles.

The PCA analyses at Mt. Skidmore also highlighted an interesting
correlation in that clasts with young exposure ages have more
complexexposure histories. The cause in the context ofMt. Skidmore
is related to recent exhumation, rock-fracturing or periodic burial by
ice. Such a correlationmay be common in areas covered from time to
time by cold-based ice where there is opportunity for clasts to have
longer andmore complicated exposure histories. In Antarctica this is
likely to be the norm on the flanks of outlet glaciers and around the
margins of local glaciers because any fluctuations in ice thickness
usually involves cold-based ice. One interesting finding is of a clast
reported with an apparent 10Be LGM exposure age of 27 ka (Hein
et al., 2011) which had in fact been buried for a long period and
the exposure signal had been inherited from earlier times.

Finally, the study highlights the need for nuclide pairings
capable of detecting short periods of burial under ice, which is a
limitation of the 26Al/10Be ratio. Recent research has aimed to
improve extraction techniques, nuclide systematics and measure-
ments of in situ produced 14C, an isotope with a short half-life
which will make it possible to detect even short periods of burial
by ice (Hippe et al., 2009; Lifton et al., 2001; Naysmith et al., 2004;
Pigati and Lifton, 2004; Yokoyama et al., 2004). The 14C/10Be pairing
would be ideal for investigating late Pleistocene ice thickness
changes in Antarctica (White et al., 2011).

5.2. Glacial history

The cosmogenic-nuclide ages of bedrock and glacial erratics on
three sites on the northern flanks of the Shackleton Range gives
several insights into the longer-term history of Slessor Glacier.

The great age of high-elevation surfaces in the Shackleton Range
that have been moulded by overriding ice is demonstrated by
exposure ages of more than c. 800 ka. If one allows for the loss of
nuclides through surface erosion, then such ages are a minimum
and the true ages will be in millions of years. It seems likely that
these upper weathered surfaces shaped by overriding warm-based
ice are similar to those elsewhere in the Transantarctic Mountains
and date back at least to the Miocene w14 Ma, before the devel-
opment of the cold polar climate of today (Denton and Sugden,
2005). Indeed, the step change from a Greenland-type climate
with meltwater issuing from mountain glaciers in the mountains
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has been pinned down by argoneargon dating of volcanic ashes in
the Dry Valleys to w14 Ma (Lewis et al., 2008).

The discovery that the oldest samples on bothMt. Skidmore and
Mt. Provender may have simple exposure histories suggests that
the higher flanks of these mountains may have been free of ice
for w800 ka. Although the technique is not able to rule out short-
lived coverage by ice, there is no evidence to indicate significant ice
coverage for at least the later Pleistocene.

All three locations reveal an overall pattern of ice elevations that
have lowered progressively over time. Thus in general the oldest
samples tend to occur at high elevations while there are a greater
proportion of younger samples at lower elevations. However, there is
a great deal of noise and we have tried to highlight some of the
processes that can lead to a scatter in the data. The pattern of pro-
gressive lowering would be expected in that long-term glacial
erosion by bounding outlet glaciers and associated isostatic rise of
adjacent mountains in response would lower the ice surface in
relation to themountains (e.g., Bromleyet al., 2010; Sternet al., 2005).

The elevation of a change from old exposure ages with simple
exposure above to a range of younger ages with complex exposure
below can be interpreted in one of twoways. First, themagnitude of
adjacent ice thickening during the mid to late Pleistocene
compared to the present is less than w150 m. It is the history of
repeated inundation by thickening cold-based ice that causes a mix
of younger clasts with complex exposures. This conclusion, if it also
applied to outlet glaciers elsewhere in Antarctica, would be an
important constraint onmaximumvolume changes of the Antarctic
ice sheet during the Pleistocene. Second, the difference may be due
to a difference in weathering between the upper and lower slopes.

The 10Be exposure ages on clasts on moraines on the flanks of
Slessor Glacier 80 km above its grounding line cluster in two in-
tervals in the Pleistocene, namely 270 ka and 700 ka. Taken at face
value this implies that the glacier, an outlet glacier of the East
Antarctic Ice Sheet either thickened by c. 150 m in these two in-
tervals, or that it has lowered its surface the same amount by
eroding the bed subsequently.

6. Conclusion

The cosmogenic-nuclide results from the Shackleton Range
highlight the extreme complexity and challenge of exposure dating
in polar environments. Interpretation of such data is strongly
dependent on geomorphological observations. Increasing the
density of measurements gives a statistical advantage which can
greatly improve such interpretations. In areas subjected to erosive
warm-based ice cover, increasing the density of single nuclide
measurements may suffice. However in areas inundated by cold-
based ice, a multi-nuclide approach is necessary to better under-
stand the long-term glacial history.
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